
LOCATION the location in Germany is close to cheason and france.

LANGUAGE in Germany The language the  speak is German like gooten tag means 
good day and gooten Morgan means good morning.

FLAG the flag in Germany is Black yellow and  red. Here is a picture.

So you can see Germany has a special location language and a flag. 
















































































The German flag is black red and 
yellow 





































RELIGION 

Thay are catholic in Germany sometimes and in the USA.

PRODSINT they are plodsint in Germany.

So you can see there is many different The Legions in Germany. 














































































LANDFORMS/WATER🌎 🍃 🌺 💧 💦 🌧 

WATER the Rhine river💦  is The longest 
and busiest River here a picture.

GREEN AND TREES there are many green in Germany like trees and grass here is a 
picture🌲 🍃 

MOUNTINS There is some mountains in Germany with trees and grass. 

As you can see there is 
many different landforms 
in Germany.












































This is a Mountain 













































FOOD

PREZZLES

 Pretzels are a kind of  food you can find in Germany and in other places 

MEET🍗 🌭 🍖  in Germany meet is popular for example there is  sausages and 
hotdogs.  those

Things are made out of meet. 

OTHER🍞 🧀  there is bead and ptatos. You can find cheese there too. SamJam and 
jelly is popular in Germany. 

As you can see there is many different foods in Germany.












































HOLIDAYS 

PENTACOST Pentacost is a holiday in  Germany. They go to church.

ST. NICK st.nick is when Moms and dads put candy in your shoes at night.🍬 🍬 🍡 

MORE Germany probably wares Red and green For Christmas.

As you can see there is many different holidays in Germany
























































































GAMES/DALY LIFE 

VALYBALL in Germany they play volleyball🏐 🏐
🏐 0 0 0 so do they in America.


SOCCER they play Soccer in 
Germany also in the USA. 

So you can see there is many 
different sports in Germany.⚽ ⚽
⚽ 🏐 🏐 🏐 








































































SCHOOL 

AGE in Germany you 
will go to school in in 
between the age of 6 
to 15 then you go

to College.

THINGS IN SCHOOL 
they have no Sports 
and they have 
homewor k.📝 

So you can see Germany has many different schools.

















































































ART/MUSIC 

ART art in 
Germany is 
sometimes 
sea things or 
buildings 
and 
cancels✏
🖌 🖍 🏰

🏢 🏖 🏝 

MUSIC in 
Germany 
they have 
music that is 

folk music and anarick  music. 




MORE there is Origen music and pop music too. 

As you can see there is many different music and there is also many different art 

















































































INTERDI CTION 



Have you 
ever wanted 
to go to a 
different place 
or wanted 
to learn about 
one hear is 
a   

book that will 
help you as you 
read this book.











































                        Germany                                
                 By Ella Marie             





































CONCLUSION 

As you can see there is many different things that you can see,do,eat, or even listen 

to.

























 
 
 

                                    
                           
 


